PLANNING COMMITTEE

SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA

Date:

Thursday, 28th April, 2022

Time:

1.30 pm

Venue:

The Guildhall

PLANNING COMMITTEE
Information for Members of the Public
Access to the Guildhall is via the front entrance in the High Street. The nearest car park is
Copenhagen Street (pay and display). If you are a wheelchair user or have restricted mobility, access
to the Guildhall can be gained either through the door on the right side of the forecourt as you face the
Guildhall, or through the sliding doors at the rear of the Guildhall. There is dedicated disabled parking
space at the rear (access via Copenhagen Street). Most meetings are held on the ground floor, which
can be reached by using a lift. If you are a wheelchair user or have restricted mobility and you wish to
attend a meeting, please telephone or email the officer mentioned below in advance and we will make
any necessary arrangements to assist your visit.
Part I of the Agenda includes items for discussion in public. You have the right to inspect copies of
Minutes and reports on this part of the Agenda as well as background documents used in the
preparation of these reports. Details of the background papers appear at the foot of each report. Part II
of the Agenda (if applicable) deals with items of 'Exempt Information' for which it is anticipated that
the public may be excluded from the meeting and neither reports nor background papers are open to
public inspection.
Please note that this is a public meeting and members of the public and press are permitted to report
on the proceedings. "Reporting" includes filming, photographing, making an audio recording and
providing commentary on proceedings. Any communicative method can be used to report on the
proceedings, including the internet, to publish, post or share the proceedings. Accordingly, the
attendance of members of the public at this meeting may be recorded and broadcast. By choosing to
attend this public meeting you are deemed to have given your consent to being filmed or recorded and
for any footage to be broadcast or published.
Please note the Council records and live streams many of its meetings. These recordings are published
on the relevant meeting pages of the Council’s website. A notice to this effect will be posted in the
meeting room. If a member of the public chooses to speak at a meeting of the City Council he/she will
be deemed to have given their consent to being recorded and audio being published live to the
Council’s website. The Chair of the meeting, can at their discretion, terminate or suspend recording, if
in their opinion, continuing to do so would prejudice the proceedings of the meeting or if they consider
that continued recording might infringe the rights of any individual, or breach any statutory provision.
At the start of the meeting under the item 'Public Participation' up to fifteen minutes in total is allowed
for members of the public to present a petition, ask a question or comment on any matter on the
Agenda. Participants need to indicate that they wish to speak by 4.30 p.m. on the last working day
before the meeting by writing, telephoning or E-Mailing the officer mentioned below.
If you have any general enquires or queries about this Agenda or require any details of background
papers, further documents or information, or to discuss arrangements for the taking of photographs,
film, video or sound recording please contact the Lead Officer, Julian Pugh, Democratic Services
Administrator, Guildhall, Worcester WR1 2EY. Telephone: 01905 722027 (direct line); E-Mail Address:
committeeadministration@worcester.gov.uk.
This agenda can be made available in large print, braille, on PC disk, tape or in a number of ethnic
minority languages. Please contact the above named officer for further information.
Agendas and minutes relating to all City Council Committees and Council Meetings are also available
electronically, click on the option “Committee Minutes and Documents”, Website Address:
worcester.gov.uk
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Planning Committee
Thursday, 28 April 2022
Members of the Committee:-

Chair: Councillor Mike Johnson (C)
Vice-Chair: Councillor Patricia Agar (LCo)
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor

Mel Allcott (LD)
Alan Amos (C)
Bill Amos (C)
Jenny Barnes (LCo)
Marjory Bisset (G)

C= Conservative

Councillor
Councillor
Councillor
Councillor

Owen Cleary (C)
Allah Ditta (C)
Jo Hodges (L)
Andrew Roberts (C)

G = Green
L = Labour
LCo = Labour and Co-operative
LD = Liberal Democrat

SUPPLEMENTARY AGENDA
Part 1
(ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION AND DECISION IN PUBLIC)
11.

Late Papers
Page(s): 1 - 44
Late papers circulated prior to the meeting in respect of items to considered and
determined.
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Agenda Item 11

PLANNING COMMITTEE

LATE PAPERS

Thursday 28th April 2022
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AGENDA ITEM 7 – 21/00661/FUL
Land to the rear of 56-60 Lowesmoor
Demolition of existing flat roof extensions and provision of
residential scheme for 16 apartments
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PLANNING COMMITTEE – 28th April 2022.
Late Paper Report - Agenda Item 7

Late paper for Planning Committee
Application Number

21/00661/FUL

Site Address

Land to rear of 56-60 Lowesmoor, Worcester, WR1
2SE

Description of
Development

Demolition of existing flat roof extensions and
provision of residential scheme for 16 apartments.

The application has been withdrawn by the applicant on 26 April
2022 and therefore is no longer considered by Planning
Committee.

For completeness:
Updated Noise Assessment
Following the receipt of an amended Noise Assessment, WRS (Nuisance)
have been asked for additional comment to the submission. WRS
maintain their objection and state:
The revised noise assessment 9269/BL dated 2.12.21 appears satisfactory
in terms of the noise monitoring position overlooking the Firefly beer
garden. The assessment predicts, that with the installation of enhanced
glazing and mechanical ventilation, internal noise levels should be
acceptable from future residents. However, the noise monitoring results
are just a snap shot of the situation over a coldish (8oC) November
weekend and may not be representative of a worst case scenario when
more patrons might be in the beer garden and live / amplified music
might be played outdoors. It is also notable that the monitored music
noise level frequency spectrum does not appear to contain significant low
frequency sound which one would expect from any outdoor music. That
said, the proposed glazing would provide a significant sound reduction
from outside to inside and one would assume that potential future
residents would be aware of the adjacent public house and therefore be
prepared to accept that, at times and particularly in habitable rooms
facing the Firefly beer garden, noise from the Firefly could be audible
within their apartment.
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Having reviewed the proposed floor layouts an additional noise mitigation
measure could be to locate living / dining rooms (on the first and second
floor) facing the Firefly beer garden instead of the bedrooms.
However, granting planning permission for a development in such close
proximity to and overlooking the Firefly could potentially impact / restrict
operations at the Firefly should future residents make complaints of noise
nuisance especially in the case of live / amplified music.
If the application is granted then the glazing and ventilation products to
be installed should be submitted for approval together with confirmation
from the applicant’s acoustic consultant that they will meet the sound
reduction / noise limits detailed within the 2.12.21 noise
assessment. Noise from any mechanical ventilation system should be
confirmed as not exceeding NR25 in bedrooms and NR30 in living / dining
rooms. In terms of potential nuisance during the demolition and
construction phases, from noise, vibration and dust emissions, the
applicant should refer to the WRS Best Practice Guidance (attached) and
ensure its recommendations are complied with.
Recommendation – No change to the issues highlighted in the report or
recommendation is proposed as a result of the comments received.
Highways
As part of the preparation for committee, Officers revisited the site and
noted the car park was in use. Officers invited County Council Officers to
consider this matter further.
Highways Officers comment that having looked at this site again and
whilst it would be interesting to know who is using the car park and on
what basis, I understand that it's private therefore the applicant could
close it and indeed sell it at any time, as has happened elsewhere and this
is not within our control. Moreover, I've accepted the proposed
development as sustainable, meeting the 'parking free' criteria and there
is no long term parking available in the vicinity. There are parking
restrictions in Lowesmoor and the on-street parking bays are restricted to
'45 mins with no return within 2 hours' which wouldn't function as
residential parking. Accordingly, there is nowhere on the highway for
vehicles from the private car park to be displaced to and whilst Members
could take a different view, we do not consider that a Highways refusal
would be sustainable at appeal and therefore there is no change Highways
response or recommendation at this time.
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Recommendation – No change to the issues highlighted in the report or
recommendation is proposed as a result of the comments received.
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AGENDA ITEM 9 – 21/00714/HP
5 Barbourne Court
Proposed erection of a pitched roof single storey rear/side garage
and the proposed erection of a flat roofed single storey side/rear
extension
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PLANNING COMMITTEE – 28th April 2022.
Late Paper Report - Agenda Item 9

Late paper for Planning Committee
Application Number

21/00714/HP

Site Address

5 Barbourne Court, Barbourne Crescent, Worcester,
WR1 3LJ.

Description of
Development

Proposed erection of a pitched roof single storey
rear/ side garage and the proposed erection of a flat
roofed single storey side/ rear extension.

Following publication of the agenda, further representations have been received
from the following neighbouring properties:





4 Barbourne Court, Barbourne Crescent
Clevedon Lodge, Barbourne Crescent
4 Barbourne Crescent.
3 Barbourne Crescent.

These are summarised as follows:
Concerns relating to the inclusion of a Juliet balcony within the side
elevation and the potential for this to be used as access onto the flat
roof.
Concerns relating to the impact of the proposed Juliet balcony on the
conservation area.
Request for a condition to the included to state that this flat roof is never
used for recreational purposes.
Concerns relating to the impact of the proposed garage on parking.
Concerns relating to the proposed pitched roof with regards to surface
water drainage and views of neighbouring properties.
Concerns relating to the impact of the proposals on mature shrubs.
Concerns relating to the potential for disruption during construction
works.
Concerns relating to the proposals representing overdevelopment and a
disproportionate addition to the application site.
Concerns relating to disruption as a result of previous work carried out
at the property.
Concerns relating to the assessment that the existing flue at the site is
considered to be permitted development.
Concerns relating to the accuracy of the description of development.
Concerns relating to the height of the proposed pitched roof.
Concerns relating to the elevations showing the proposed side elevation.
Concerns relating to the use of the term Juliet balcony.
Concerns that the committee report does not address the impacts of the
proposals on neighbouring amenity.
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Concerns relating to the comments of the Conservation Officer stating
that ‘The proposal is for an extension to a building of relatively modern
construction’.
Concerns relating to the impact of the proposals on the symmetry of
Barbourne Court.
Concerns relating to the proposed conditions not being specific to all
concerns of neighbouring properties.
Concerns relating to site visits carried out.
Concerns relating to the inclusion of the existing flue on the proposed
plans.
Concerns relating to overlooking from the proposed Juliet balcony
windows.
Concerns relating to the flue not being permitted development and
concerns relating to the council’s assessment of the enforcement
investigation of the flue.

Following publication of the agenda, a further representation has also been
received from the Applicant:
This is summarised as follows:
Description and clarification provided on amendments made during the
course of the application.
Reference to the similarities of the proposed extensions to extensions at
No. 2 Barbourne Court.
Clarification of the proposed use of the room with the proposed Juliet
balcony door.
Clarification of the prosed barrier to the Juliet balcony door.
Comments regarding parking on and around the application site.
Comments relating to the Applicant’s reason for non-attendance at the
Planning Committee.
Full copy of the additional comments received are included within the Appendix.
Members have been given the opportunity to read all representations that have
been received.
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Appendix
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5 Barbourne Court
Worcester
WR1 3LJ
Planning application: 21/00714/HP
Dear Worcester Planning Committee
This planning application was submitted after discussing the potential of the application with the
architect that completed the design and drawings. Initially we felt the proposed designs would be
acceptable, however after further feedback once the application had been submitted the decision
was made to remove the roof terrace from the design and application.
As such we are left with a modest 100sqft kitchen rear extension and garage. The house is
c1800sqft so the additional rear ground floor extension seems acceptable. Barbourne Court is
made up of 6 houses, our house is the same as only one other being 2 Barbourne Court, which is
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notable as they have a detached addition to the house which can be seen on the plan below.

Coincidentally our proposed plans are vey similar.
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Please see some elevation drawings of 2 Barbourne Court below. Although detached it is in a very

similar if not the same location as our proposed extension.
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Screenshot from google maps 26/04/2022 of 2 Barbourne Court (prior detached garage sits

alongside the driveway of number 3 Barbourne Court)
First floor Juliet door
To save any concern please see images below taken 26/04/2022 from inside the house, it is clear
we propose the doors for uninterrupted view and light into/ from the first floor bedroom. As you can
see the doors will require a Juliet door safety balustrade as expected as such there are no
concerns over unsafe use of the flat roof. This is in keeping with the street as Clevedon Lodge
have several, in addition there are no houses that face the proposed Juliet door.
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Garage and parking
The property has and will continue to have significant parking space on the drive as can be seen in
the images below, plus one parking space in the garage (therefore no change in parking spaces).
In addition the property benefits from being accessed by a private road which is owned by no one
and as such anyone can park anywhere on the private road. Therefore there are no highways
impacts to consider.

Summary
I understand why our neighbours could have had initial concerns over the roof terrace, however
looking to proceed with objections for the revised extension and garage plans I can find no
concrete issues as to why this is. Number 2 allows all neighbours to see how the garage would sit
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next to the driveway of number 4 Barbourne Court. It is clear this addition causes no issue for
number 3 Barbourne court and as such our proposed extension seems viable. Please see images
of our house taken 26/04/2022 below on pages 5 and 6 for reference.
Reason for non attendance at the committee
Unfortunately the neighbours (three facing our rear garden and 3 Barbourne Court) have been very
opposed to the idea that we follow suite with 2 Barbourne Court which has included a very cold
front from them, which included approaching me to ask if I would withdraw the application. This has
caused a great amount of anxiety given that they have great upset at the fact we decided to
refurbish our house after moving in, and are continuing to be upset at the prospect of us wanting to
have a small extension and garage. I hope my comments are clear and the proposed extension
and garage can be taken at face value and approved.

Kind regards
Adam Broadhurst

Driveway
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Rear kitchen wall (to be
brought about by c 2 meter
inline with the furthers rear
aspect)
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Laura Williamson
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Alwyn Davies
25 April 2022 19:54
Laura Williamson
Alwyn Davies
Ref planning application 21/00714/HP

CAUTION: This email came from outside of the South Worcestershire councils IT network - only open links and
attachments you’re expecting.
Dear Laura
Please find the text for my further submission to the planning committee ahead of the meeting on Thursday.
Can you let me know this is received OK and that this is all in order?
many thanks
Alwyn Davies
Ref planning application 21/00714/HP
I wish to make submission to the planning committee regarding the above application as a resident living at 4 Barbourne Court
and the home-owner most affected by these proposed changes.
I have made submissions to both the first and subsequent plan and ask that these submissions be considered by the committee,
but this document forms a summary of my objections to this proposed development. I have three substantive concerns to share
with committee members to support my request that this application be refused.
Roof Terrace
The original application set out a plan to convert the flat roof into a roof terrace directly overlooking my property and severely
affecting my amenity both to house and garden and would present a significant negative impact on my living areas.
I welcome the decision to amend the application to remove a formal roof terrace but the decision to allow the construction of a
double door inevitably means that occupants would want to access this space for recreational reasons. I would want to insist
that all measures should be considered to prevent this space being used – including the construction of a permanent barrier but remain sceptical about the decision to request a door rather than a window, as access to this space should not be needed. I
would also comment that from a conservation perspective, a double door is not in keeping with the design of the house, nor the
whole of Barbourne Court. I would strongly request that if this application is to proceed, there is a clear condition insisting that
this flat roof is never used for recreational proposes.
Garage
This development will comprise both storage and living spaces and I would urge the committee to consider that the previous
garage has already been converted into living space and the current occupier parks their cars on the street. This new garage and
living space will present significant additional impact on local parking and I would challenge the Highway’s comments.
Although the Conservation Officers’s comments suggest that the addition of the garage would mirror a similar building within
Barbourne Court, this building was intended as an artist’s studio.
I have previously expressed concerns that the choice of a pitched roof presents negative impact both in terms of surface water
and also the views of neighbouring properties. There are several mature shrubs along the fence line which must be protected
but the construction of any permanent building will likely impact and possible damage or kill these shrubs. Bearing in mind the
close proximity of this work to my drive, it is likely that the construction of this garage and utility room will render my drive unusable for long periods of time and will inevitably require access via my property for construction. The private road is already
highly congested, especially at school begining and end and this will cause significant inconvenience to me and my neighbours.
The integration of a utility room into this space will significantly increase the property’s total living area amounting to a 20 per
cent increase in living space, which presents a disproportionate increase.
I welcome suggestions that any building work would need to take consideration of surface water and drainage impact but
contend that this whole project is out of keeping and would present significant negative impact to my amenity, the access to my
driveway and living space and will lead to a blight on my and neighbouring properties.
Single Storey Extension
This extension was submitted as part of the plans to create a roof Terrance and I would submit to the committee that if this
terrace has been withdrawn, then the need for this extension is now redundant. I underline my view that this extension and
additional outbuilding will deliver significant extra living space beyond what could be considered acceptable extra development.
Planning Conditions
1
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I moved to this property last year, at about the same time as the applicant, and have been subjected to a whole year of building
renovations next door, with much of the work being carried out in the evenings and at weekends, without any consideration for
me or our neighbours. While I note that the officers report suggests that the inconvenience would be temporary, my experience
of this is that work has been, to date, permanent, with skips and contractors vehicles causing obstruction to my property for 12
months. I dread the prospect of the committee allowing this development to proceed and allowing months or years of further
construction, with the end result being a neighbouring property which negatively affects my property and my neighbours.
I strongly urge the committee to reject the recommendation and to refuse this application in its entirety.
Alwyn Davies

2
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Planning Application no 21/00714/HP, 5 Barbourne Court, Worcester WR1 3LJ

Comments on report submitted to the planning committee meeting to be held on 28 April
2022

Introduction
I live at Clevedon Lodge which is one of three properties directly facing the rear entrances of
4, 5 and 6 Barbourne Court, with which we all share road access via Barbourne Crescent.
Over-development
The report states that the proposed development would balance (‘bookend’) the block of
which 5 Barbourne Court forms a part together with 6 Barbourne Court. This is incorrect.
The additional extension would add an additional building at the one end of the block,
creating an inducement for 6 Barbourne Court to add a further extension at the opposite
end of the block, adding further creepage to the development of the overall site.
Roof Garden
We are pleased to note that the plan to create a roof garden has been withdrawn.
Flue Pipe
The enforcement officer has concluded that the flue pipe is permitted development, not
requiring planning approval. However, we believe that this conclusion is incorrect and does
require planning approval. That being the case, we would urge the planning committee to
reject this incongruous and unsightly feature.

Gerald Harris
Clevedon Lodge
Barbourne Crescent
WR1 3JF
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Response to Report to Committee on 5 Barbourne Court
These comments are specific to the Report to Committee and
additional to our other ,Comments on the Application Planning site.
The Proposal
3.1.
Proposed erection of a pitched roof single storey side/rear garage
This description implies that the Garage is free-standing whereas it is
an addition to the front of the main house and an extension of the
ground floor and therefore integral.
The Garage is not a side or rear extension.
The gable roof rises to a height, estimated from the Application
drawings at 3.8 metres to ridge and 2.5 metres to eaves, positioned
immediately against the boundary of the neighbouring property.
This will be a significant projection into open view at each end and
especially dominant as a vertical wall on the boundary with the
garden of 4. Barbourne Court where it will replace a fence of 2 metre
height.
Proposed erection of a flat roofed single storey side/rear extension
The extension is to the Kitchen and its roof, brought forward in line
with the main frontage of the existing house.
Highway’s Comments take the north side of 5. Barbourne Court
which opens on to the Barbourne Crescent road, as being the front.
The Proposal is questionable re planning guidance as to the relative
volume and location of extensions.
The extension represents a very significant alteration to the design
common to the 3 blocks which make up Barbourne Court.
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3.2.
“The proposals have been amended during the course of the
application to overcome concerns regarding the impact of the
proposals on neighbouring amenity. These amendments include the
omission of the previously proposed roof terrace and associated
balustrade/staircase”.
Only an external staircase and 1.7 m high screens have been taken
out of the terrace proposal; the potential use of the flat roof as a
terrace is retained, together with the double door opening at
roof/terrace level. The door replaces a first-floor window designed to
pair with the neighbouring elevation.
There is no elevation drawing in the amended plans that shows this
significant alteration clearly.
If no terrace use of the roof is proposed, then this substantial
alteration is redundant.
The use of the term “Juliet balcony” is incorrect as it refers to a
balcony at first floor level rather than one which is effectively at
ground level. “French window” would be a more accurate and less
misleading description of a feature not adequately presented or
scrutinised in this Report.
Most other concerns “regarding the impact of the proposals on
neighbouring amenity” have not been addressed and so the quoted
sentence above misrepresents the degree to which the Report does
respond to Concerns expressed. The long list of Concerns is nonspecific and so disguises the actual Concerns that have been made
but dismissed.
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6. Consultations
Worcester City Conservation Officer
“The proposal is for an extension to a building of relatively modern
construction … ”
This initial reaction to the application suggests that it was not
regarded as a building significant in itself or as making a contribution
to the Conservation Area. The Committee will not be aware from this
Report that an argument has been made to the PA that Barbourne
Court is worthy of greater consideration for itself and as a part of the
St. George’s Square Conservation Area. 5 and 4 Barbourne Court are
two of 6 semi-detached, 3 storey houses, laid out in 3 separate
blocks with single storey links where they join – a quite substantial
development on a scale characteristic of the St. George’s Square
Conservation Area. This carefully-considered design provided a
central, open garden space, an unusual and sensitive idea more
typical of municipal than private development. In short, Barbourne
Court merits a harder and more sympathetic look.
A re-assessment of Barbourne Court challenges the opinion that “the
application property plays a limited role in the significance of the
Conservation Area as a significant asset”. (7.5)
Significant alterations and extensions to the designed building are
not self-evident in the Application, e.g. Ist floor window exchanged
for a door in the west elevation of 5. Barbourne Court which would
destroy the designed symmetry of the juxtaposed elevations of 5 and
4 Barbourne Court.
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9. Recommended Conditions
The Conditions recommended are necessary but relatively standard
for the kind of works proposed and are not specific to the concerns
raised by neighbours with the exception of the “Juliet balcony”.
9.6.
“Prior to the first use of the proposed Juliet balcony in the south
western elevation of the dwelling, the proposed barrier shall be
installed and shall be permanently retained in that position
thereafter.”
This condition does not meet the privacy and security concerns
flagged up to the Planning Authority and the guidance of SWDP21
quoted as the Reason.
There is no elevation drawing with the application showing the
doorway clearly nor one showing a barrier in place. A barrier would
need to be full height to meet security concerns re the neighbour’s
ist floor window.
Condition 6 does not meet the Reason given for the Condition:
“To preserve the amenities of the nearby properties from
unacceptable overlooking or loss of privacy in accordance with
SWDP21.”
If there is no intention to use the roof as a terrace now or in the
future, then the proposed conversion of a window into a doorway is
no longer required. The safe Condition would be to disallow the
change from window to door.
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General Comment:
In order to appreciate the implications of the proposed extensions
such as the Garage and of some details such as the widow/doorway
discussed above, it would be necessary to site visit the garden of 4.
Barbourne Court which is directly overlooked and bordered.
No such specific site visit has apparently been made or in the initial
stages of consultation to enable Officials to view the application
plans from the most informative point of view.
Richard & Gillie Lockett: 4. Barbourne Crescent, WR1 3JF
26. 4. 2022
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